Five years ago we asked you to help expand our vision of MICDS and ensure infinite educational opportunities for all our children.
And you delivered.
You helped build four new state-of-the-art facilities:

A  Ron Holtman Stadium and O’Hara Field
B  Holekamp Stadium
C  Steward Family Aquatic Center and William R. Orthwein Sr. Pool
D  McDonnell Hall and Brauer Hall

You implemented innovative strategies to attract and retain the best faculty.
You provided financial resources to ensure student access.
You strengthened our programs and supported great teaching and learning.
What an incredible five years it has been!

On June 30, 2018, we celebrated the successful completion of Bold Action: A Campaign for MICDS. More than 6,000 alumni, parents, grandparents, employees and friends of MICDS participated in this monumental Campaign, giving a grand total of $100 million!

This was one of the largest capital campaigns in independent day school history, and that’s because we are an exceptional community with exceptionally generous donors. We are a community that, time and time again, steps up in big and bold ways to support our School. Our $100 million achievement reflects the unique spirit, pride and character of our dynamic community and is testament to the philanthropic legacy of our School that spans nearly 160 years. And now, we can confidently continue to live out the work our Mission calls us to do: to prepare the next generation’s leaders for higher learning, for lives of purpose and service and for the challenges of the world that awaits them.

It is my joy to illustrate with this publication the profound impact this Campaign has made on the lives of students and teachers at MICDS—from a student falling in love with STEM research to another becoming a leader on the athletic field to still another learning the most basic fundamentals of a life-long skill such as swimming. As you read, I hope you’ll begin to see just how many lives you have changed and how bright the future is for so many yet to walk our halls.

I am deeply grateful for your support, however you have shown it over the years. Your gifts of monetary donations and your time and talent are the reason we have so much to celebrate. On behalf of MICDS, please allow me to be the first to say:

Thank you—100 million times over—thank you!

Warmly,

Lisa L. Lyle
Head of School
Here’s to changing lives.

In 2013, when we launched the public phase of Bold Action: A Campaign for MICDS, we challenged you to remember our School’s tagline, “Changing Lives, Changing the World.” We asked you to dream big. To be courageous. To embrace change. To lead and innovate. To entrust your resources to the leaders who make MICDS a nationally recognized institution. And we asked you to dedicate your time and talents to ensuring that the next generation of MICDS students can cultivate and expand big ideas of their own. Five years ago, it was our time to change lives and change the world. And guess what? We did it!

Together, we took a $65 million fundraising goal and turned it into $100 million. Together, we built McDonnell Hall and Brauer Hall, a state-of-the-art STEM facility and gathering center for Upper School students. Together, we built the Steward Family Aquatic Center and William R. Orthwein Sr. Pool, where we supported a State Championship diver and several State placeholder swimmers; and because we added a moveable pool floor, we were able to add swimming as a P.E. unit in the Lower School. Together, we built O’Hara Field and Ron Holtman Stadium, in what is now considered one of the greatest high school sports complexes in the Midwest. In 2017-2018 alone we witnessed two State Championships, an excellent lacrosse season and an exciting football post-season run, beating Burroughs 52-0. Together, we built Holekamp Stadium, our new track and field venue and now home to one State Championship Girls Track and Field team and nearly a dozen individual State placeholders. Together, we helped 25% of our students gain the financial aid necessary to have the opportunity to earn an MICDS education. Together, we provided approximately 50 faculty and staff the opportunity to send their children to our School, which positively impacts all members of our community and increases faculty and staff retention. Together, we grew our endowment to more than $100 million, ensuring our legacy of excellence will remain intact for generations to come.

In the pages that follow, you’ll read the stories of some of the individual lives and families we impacted with our generous gifts. And there are thousands more stories to be told...past, present, and long into the future. Our gifts—totaling $100 million—impact each and every single student, faculty and staff who walks our incredible 100-acre campus every day. As you read these stories, I hope you feel proud that you were a part of this historic campaign and know that your gift has truly made a difference in someone’s life. I hope you congratulate each other on a job well done. Because this kind of success doesn’t happen everywhere. In fact, this is one of the largest capital campaigns in independent day school history. And that’s because we are an exceptional place with exceptional people.

You have made your mark on this extraordinary institution, and we are so grateful for your unwavering commitment.

Here’s to 100 million.
Here’s to changing lives ... and changing the world.

We thank you!

Robert R. Hermann Jr. ’70
Campaign Chair
2007
FALL 2007 Lisa Lyle joins MICDS as Head of School and begins developing a new Strategic Plan.

2008
FALL 2008 MICDS invites the entire School community to respond to a draft of a new Strategic Plan during 16 School events. Science emerges as a priority for our parents, and the School begins looking at the discipline more carefully.

2009
WINTER 2009 The Board of Trustees adopts the 2009-2014 Strategic Plan with a focus on three big ideas:
- Great Teaching & Learning
- Leadership & Community Engagement
- Fiscal & Environmental Sustainability

2010
JANUARY 2010 Faculty develops a new Upper School curriculum and determines that the new science curriculum cannot be fully delivered in the existing Upper School spaces.

2011
JUNE 2011 MICDS receives a $21.5 million gift from the JSM Charitable Trust and James S. McDonnell III ’54 and Elizabeth Hall McDonnell ’58 to construct a new facility on the Upper School campus dedicated to science, technology, engineering and mathematics. This marks the largest donation to MICDS in the School’s history.

The Board asks the School to evaluate the merits of launching a comprehensive capital campaign.

SEPTEMBER 2011 Professional fundraising consultant Marts & Lundy conducts a feasibility study and reports the results to the Board on October 1.

OCTOBER 2011 The Board of Trustees votes to launch a comprehensive capital campaign to Write the Future of MICDS.

2012
APRIL 2012 The Board approves construction for the “STEM and Center for Community Facility”—McDonnell Hall and Brauer Hall.

MAY 31, 2012 MICDS holds a Concluding Assembly in Danforth Chapel before demolition.

OCTOBER 26, 2012 MICDS hosts a Groundbreaking Ceremony for McDonnell Hall and Brauer Hall.

2013
APRIL 12, 2013 “The Next Big Idea” kickoff party launches the public phase of Bold Action: A Campaign for MICDS, with an initial goal of raising $65 million by June 2018. It was announced at this event that $47.7 million had been raised to date.

276 Bold Action donors who gave more than $25,000
2014
MARCH 31, 2014 The Upper School holds an inaugural assembly in Brauer Auditorium in the new Brauer Hall.

APRIL 2014 MICDS celebrates the completion of McDonnell Hall and Brauer Hall with a dedication ceremony on April 10 and an open house for the full community on April 26.

2015
JANUARY 2015 The School announces a new fundraising goal for the Campaign of $90 million by June 2018.

APRIL 2015 LEED Platinum Certification is awarded for McDonnell Hall and Brauer Hall.

APRIL 2015 The Board of Trustees announces the 2015-2022 Strategic Plan—Better. Brighter. Together, with a focus on three priorities:

- Transformative Student Experience
- Great Teaching and Learning 2.0
- Ensuring a Vibrant School Future

2016
SEPTEMBER 22, 2016
MICDS hosts an Athletic Groundbreaking Ceremony on Thomas Field to mark the beginning of the construction of the Steward Family Aquatic Center and William R. Orthwein Sr. Pool, Ron Holtman Stadium, O’Hara Field and Holekamp Stadium. The Ron Holtman Stadium Fundraising Challenge is announced at this event.

2017
JANUARY 27, 2017
MICDS hosts The Red & Green, the School’s first fundraising event in more than 30 years, to raise money for the Campaign’s Endowment priorities: Ensuring Student Access and Ensuring Faculty Excellence.

SEPTEMBER 16, 2017
MICDS celebrates the 100-year anniversary of St. Louis Country Day School with the CDS Centennial Celebration in the McDonnell Gymnasium.

APRIL 5-7, 2017
MICDS hosts the O’Hara Field Dedication Ceremony and inaugural games.

- April 5: Dedication and Boys Varsity Lacrosse
- April 6: Girls JV and Varsity Lacrosse
- April 7: Girls JV and Varsity Soccer

2018
FEBRUARY 22, 2018 The School announces that MICDS has surpassed its $90 million fundraising goal, four months before the end of the Bold Action Campaign.

APRIL 3, 2018
MICDS holds the Dedication Ceremony of the Don Casey Water Polo Area.

MAY 13, 2018 MICDS hosts the MSHSAA District 3 Championships, marking the first track and field event at the new Holekamp Stadium.

JUNE 30, 2018
MICDS celebrates the end of Bold Action: A Campaign for MICDS, with a total of $100 million raised.

Thank you!

69 children of employees who receive Tuition Benefit, a key priority of the Campaign

211 students benefiting from the new Lower School Swimming Instruction Unit in P.E.
The donors who answered the call to take bold action and support this Campaign for MICDS have without a doubt enhanced our School’s position as a national leader in independent JK-12 education, transforming our campus in the process. The new McDonnell Hall and Brauer Hall provide a center of learning for future STEM industry leaders as well as a forum for nurturing community and leadership skills in our student body. Our new athletic facilities—Steward Family Aquatic Center and William R. Orthwein Sr. Pool, Ron Holtman Stadium, O’Hara Field and Holekamp Stadium—are state-of-the-art venues that enhance athletic competition and personal growth, as well as foster the schoolwide community spirit that makes MICDS so special.
In addition to transforming our 100-acre campus, *Bold Action: A Campaign for MICDS* substantially enhanced the MICDS educational experience through a focus on the key endowment priorities of Faculty Excellence and Student Access, and on the critical resources made available through our annual giving program.

Our $100 million achievement reflects the great spirit, pride and character of our dynamic learning community and is a testament to the philanthropic legacy of our School that spans nearly 160 years.
“An exceptional place with exceptional people.”

— BOB HERMANN ’70, CAMPAIGN CHAIR

**ACADEMICS/STEM**

52% of students enrolled in Upper School science courses are female.

85-90 gallons of rainwater are harvested and re-used daily.

**ATHLETICS**

100% of MICDS students now have access to the new Steward Family Aquatic Center and William R. Orthwein Sr. Pool.

44 State Championship appearances since the beginning of the Campaign

**ENDOWMENT**

$6.3M raised for Student Access priorities of Financial Aid and Assistance Beyond Tuition.

$5M in financial aid awarded for the 2018-2019 academic year.
When you hear the word “inventor,” there’s a good chance Thomas Edison is the first name that comes to mind. But Edison did not ascribe that label to himself, instead saying, “I am more of a sponge than an inventor.” Edison, along with contemporaries like Steve Jobs, fits the bill of “inventor-entrepreneur,” someone with a keen mind for creating but an even greater aptitude for commercializing his creations.

Ehan Kamat ’18 stands next in line in the inventor-entrepreneur lineage of Edison and Jobs. The recent MICDS graduate, who appeared on the ABC television series Shark Tank for his work, invented the Solemender, a foot-massage tool, after watching his mother roll a frozen toy on her foot to alleviate pain. Just like Edison, Kamat absorbed an existing set of ideas, invented a practical tool and used his business acumen for commercial success.

While he was at MICDS, Kamat used that same inventor-entrepreneur mindset to contribute to the School’s Robotics team. Dubbing himself the “community engagement captain,” Kamat thrived on the business side of the team, calling on both local and national businesses for grants or sponsorships. Kamat even took a stab at getting NASA on the team’s side.
“This could really be the hook that a student needs to go further in the field.”

— CAROL BODENHEIMER LOEB ’59
“He would be a little overambitious with whom he would call,” said Upper School Math Instructor and Technoramic Team Head Coach Travis Menghini with a laugh.

Kamat’s contributions went beyond fundraising though, as he also led the team’s 3D printing. In particular, Menghini remembers Kamat printing a wheel-like structure that stabilized the team’s robot to pick up blocks at the FIRST Tech Challenge World Championship last year.

“He was a great leader, and he was never afraid to make mistakes,” Menghini said. “He was very personable, engaged and committed to the team overall.”

So many of those opportunities within the Carol B. and Jerome T. Loeb Robotics Laboratory came as a result of the Bold Action Campaign, and the generous donation of Carol Bodenheimer Loeb ’59. The lab includes a permanent field to test the robots, ample whiteboard space for continuous brainstorming and program ideas, and, most importantly for Kamat, 3D printers.

“To really prepare these kids to be world leaders, they have to understand science and the possibilities of where that knowledge can lead you,” Loeb said. “The opportunity to work on robots and do programming and coding could really be the hook that a student needs to go further in the field.”

Now that Kamat has moved to California and begun his undergraduate studies at UC Berkeley, continuing further in the field is his top priority. There, he will encounter new ideas, absorb new opportunities and build on the lineage of Edison and Jobs before him, thanks to the opportunities provided him through Bold Action and the generosity of so many loyal donors like Carol Loeb.

Ehan Kamat ’18 works closely with Technoramic Robotics Coach Travis Menghini in the Carol B. and Jerome T. Loeb Robotics Laboratory.
Patriotism and remembrance abound during MICDS’ annual Upper School Memorial Day Assembly. The Upper School choir’s rendition of the “Star Spangled Banner” echoes throughout Brauer Auditorium as members of the Color Guard present the flags on stage. Student leaders recite the names of alumni who have fallen in service to our country as a stillness and quiet permeates throughout the room. Though the recitation creates a somber atmosphere, a profound sense of unity, pride and tradition radiates in the hearts of all in attendance.

For 20 years, the Memorial Day Assembly has brought classmates together in unison with alumni who participated in the same assembly when they were students. It’s just one example of the unity and tradition that characterizes the MICDS community. Only the main difference now is the venue.

Brauer Hall and Brauer Auditorium now give the community a place to come together throughout the academic year.

“We’re proud of the School and what the auditorium has added to the community life there,” Kimmy Thompson Brauer ’64 said of the new building and her family’s dedication to contributing to MICDS. Together, she and husband Steve Brauer ’63 gave the second-largest gift in School history to see the building come to life. And now, with their grandchildren as students representing six generations of legacy at MICDS, it seems only natural that the Brauers would choose to contribute to the concept of community.

For Upper Schoolers, that concept has been made tangible.

“It’s really cool to have all the high school under one roof. For everybody to be together … I think it’s a great experience,” said Ollie Reeb ’19, who serves as Upper School Student Council Co-Chair. “Not only is the building just so beautiful, but also it’s the people sitting in the seats that make it all worthwhile.”

With the addition of the auditorium, Reeb can illustrate his vision of unity and leadership that he wants to achieve during his term as STUCO co-chair. “[My goal is] that every single student can feel comfortable stepping on the stage in Brauer and giving a speech in front of the entire Upper School,” he said. “I feel that every student is valued and unique, and they definitely bring something different to the table.”
The Brauer family gathers to celebrate the dedication of Brauer Hall and Auditorium on March 31, 2014. (From left) Tom Fruin, Becky Brauer Fruin, Stephen Brauer Jr., Kimmy Thompson Brauer ’64, Steve Brauer ’63, Suzy Snowden Brauer ’95 and Beau Brauer ’95

A generous gift.
The Brauers’ contribution to support Brauer Hall and Auditorium marks the second-largest gift in MICDS’ history.

A home for traditions.
Brauer Auditorium is home to many MICDS traditions, including the Harbison Lecture, the Erik Lyons Bond ’77 Lecture, the Prize Speaking Assembly and the Memorial Day Assembly.

As is customary at MICDS, students continue to sit by advisory and grade level at Upper School assemblies, now held in Brauer Auditorium.

Central to collaboration.
The new Faculty Work Center provides a central location for students to find teachers for consultation and extra help, nurturing the critical student-teacher relationship through these interactions.

Brauer Hall and Brauer Auditorium
Brauer Hall is the heart of the Upper School campus, offering a sense of place and belonging, community gathering spaces and student-centered common areas. In addition to Brauer Auditorium, the Taylor Family Hearth Room, the Holekamp Study Commons, the Hermann Courtyard for Learning and the Danforth Terrace provide comfortable spaces for School unity, collaboration and leadership development.
O’Hara Field is a turf field that allows MICDS to strengthen our athletic program and regional presence as well as increase frequency of use through decreased maintenance requirements. Overlooking O’Hara Field is Ron Holtman Stadium, which accommodates 1,000 fans for Football, Soccer and Lacrosse games. It includes a new concession/hospitality pavilion, press box, team rooms and training rooms.

Only one year old, Ron Holtman Stadium and O’Hara Field are already home to a State Championship Girls Lacrosse team; State Championship Boys Lacrosse team; and two strong Football seasons, including a 52-0 win over John Burroughs School during Homecoming Weekend in 2017 and a State Championship appearance in 2018.

“MICDS is where we learned to become leaders.”
— LOU CHALFANT ’18
When Lou Chalfant '18 joined the MICDS Girls Lacrosse team her freshman year, she already had a bit of familiarity with the program. Her sister, Ellis Chalfant '15, was a senior on the team, so the elder sibling and the other senior players took Lou under their wing. The older girls groomed Lou to be aggressive and take risks, two traits often foreign to young players adjusting to high school sports but hallmarks of the MICDS Lacrosse program.

Ellis soon graduated, though, and went on to play for Calvin College as a goalie, leaving Lou — still a young player on the team, not quite certain of her place — without a safety net.

“I made the team as a freshman, but I was still unsure of myself,” Lou said. “But Coach Haffenreffer came in and said, ‘I believe in you. One day you’re going to be the best defender in Missouri.’ I really took that to heart.”

Three years later, Lou graduated from MICDS to continue her career at Georgetown University with three State Championships and selections to First-Team All Metro, MSLA All-State and U.S. Lacrosse All-Academics under her belt. For her, the MICDS Lacrosse program’s incredible success and her own maturation from young freshman to best defender in Missouri stem from the culture of leadership she first saw through her sister.

“At every grade level, our coach instructed us, whether you’re an underclassman or not, to become a leader. So by the time you’re a senior, it’s essentially just human nature at that point,” Lou said.

Lou said that by having a culture of leadership ingrained in every player, they are all empowered to take risks on the field and play confidently. It’s the signature hallmark of the program actually — the team is great because older players impart a culture of greatness.

With high expectations on the field, the standard of greatness needed to extend to the field itself. And Linda and John O’Hara '81, parents of Girls Lacrosse player Katie O’Hara ’18, answered that call.

As part of the Bold Action Campaign, the O’Hara family generously gave the funds to help build O’Hara Field, which enhances and furthers the already exceptional Lacrosse, Football and Soccer programs at the School.

“We have an incredible campus at MICDS, and it lacked an up-to-date athletic facility and field,” Linda O’Hara said. “We have some amazing sport’s teams at MICDS, and they deserved a field that would allow them to showcase their talents.”

On that field, the Girls Lacrosse team has already taken full advantage of their new stage, winning a State Championship in their first full season. And even though Lou Chalfant has moved across the country to Washington, D.C., she still feels a part of the MICDS Lacrosse family and keeps a picture of that last State Championship team in her room.
Football & Family

It doesn’t matter what year a player graduated, if you were on the football team at MICDS or St. Louis Country Day School, your first question when fall rolls around is, “How does Burroughs look this year?”

The rivalry with John Burroughs spans more than a century. In fact, the competition means so much to both schools that, off the top of his head, current senior player and Co-Captain Thomas Niedringhaus ’19 can recite the all-time record: 58-26-3.

“We take a lot of pride in that game as do the kids on the Burroughs team,” Niedringhaus said. “To have that record, have us on top by so much, it really comes down to playing for the guys beside you and remembering all the teams that played before you.”

MICDS has won the game against Burroughs for three consecutive years, with the past two as 52-0 and 42-0 blowouts. But for Niedringhaus, playing for all the Country Day School and MICDS alumni who came before him means a little bit more. He is a fifth-generation student after all.

According to Thomas’ father, Hunt Niedringhaus ’86, more than 40 members of the extended Niedringhaus family graduated from MI, CDS or MICDS. On his mother’s side, Thomas’ great-great grandmother, Silta Hoffmann Baur, graduated from Mary Institute in 1895, stretching the family’s legacy across three centuries.

“When I go out and play football games, my whole family is there supporting me,” Niedringhaus said. “My parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles are there because at one point they were in my shoes having their parents and grandparents cheer them on.”

The other perennial of MICDS football besides playing Burroughs was seeing Coach Ron Holtman on the sidelines. Now a member of the Missouri Sports Hall of Fame, Holtman’s coaching career spanned five decades—including seven State Championships in Football and Seven State Championships in Boys Golf. MICDS commemorated Holtman’s legacy in fall 2017 as part of the Bold Action Campaign by dedicating Ron Holtman Stadium to him, thanks to the generosity of approximately 500 donors.

Even though Niedringhaus never had the chance to play under the legendary Coach Holtman, the thread of MICDS tradition across so many generations has allowed him to connect with family members through other shared experiences. It doesn’t matter that some of those family members are 40 or more years his senior.

He singles out one out-of-town uncle, David Elliott ’63, who also played football. There’s a bond between the two he particularly cherishes. The two commiserate about summer practices and lifts but delight over the lifelong friendships made. Most importantly, though, when the summer starts winding down and Uncle David comes to town to visit, his first question always is, “How does Burroughs look?”

“My whole family is there supporting me.”

Approximately 500 Bold Action donors came together to name the stadium in honor of beloved teacher and legendary coach Ron Holtman. The stadium was dedicated on September 16, 2017, and in November 2018, Ron passed away peacefully at the age of 90. How fitting that, during last fall’s dedication, Ron was able to share his immense gratitude for this special place when he said, “Quite simply, I’ve had the time of my life.”
The Steward Family Aquatic Center is a 27,505-square-foot structure that honors the architectural integrity of McDonnell Gymnasium. The 40-meter by 25-yard William R. Orthwein Sr. Pool features a 10-lane stretch pool with a moveable bulkhead for simultaneous uses. The moveable-depth floor and bulkhead allows the School to fully implement a JK-12 aquatics program—promoting swimming as a lifelong fitness activity through dedicated P.E. swim units in the Lower and Middle School and elevating the...
She had decided to quit. Caroline Liekweg ’18 had been swimming since she was five years old, but the summer between her sophomore and junior years, she believed enough was enough. She hadn’t made the times needed to swim in college, and she asked herself why she was doing this if there wasn’t more after high school.

When the rest of her teammates got word of Liekweg’s decision, though, there was only one mission: Talk her out of it.

“My friends reminded me why I originally fell in love with the sport, which just takes away all the pressure, all the stress. And it’s kind of an escape for me,” Liekweg said. “I realized how important my team was to me, [so] I decided to stick with it until the end of my senior year.”

Liekweg’s decision worked out for the best, as she placed 2nd in the 500 freestyle and 8th in the 200 freestyle during the 2018 State Championship. But her happiest memory came earlier in the season, during the conference meet against rival John Burroughs School.

“I remember everyone on the team gave their hardest effort and put in a little extra at that meet,” Liekweg said. “At the end of the meet, I told my parents that, out of all the meets I’d been to in the past 13 years, that one was by far the best one because of this team.”

Her teammates drew her back to swimming and helped her create the best memory of her career. Even when Liekweg placed in her individual races at State, the first thing she remembers about that moment was her teammates cheering her on.

Swimming isn’t traditionally thought of as a team sport, but it has been exactly that for Liekweg. It fulfills the role of a welcoming family for her, just as it did for another prominent name in MICDS swimming—the Steward family, who made the lead gift to construct the Steward Family Aquatic Center.

David Steward ’95, son of David and Thelma Steward, remembers the MICDS Boys Swimming team fondly, even if he wasn’t as successful as Liekweg.

“I think it was one of those experiences I had at the School—the one sport where I really felt included from a team standpoint,” Steward said. “I was welcomed with open arms. Even though I wasn’t the best swimmer, our coach at the time made sure everyone—no matter your ability—was included.”

Steward said part of the reason his family gave to MICDS for the Aquatic Center was to better accommodate that welcoming environment that Steward remembered from his time at the School. In addition to elevating the competitive programs, the new facility also fulfills the family’s vision of promoting water safety skills to young children.
Orthwein Pool Makes a Deep and Moving Impact

Whenever MICDS hosted a swim meet or water polo match, it was always a splash! The teams pulled together, and the swimmers and players were well-accomplished, often winning State honors. The divers, however, were relegated to practice at a pool at a different location because the pool at the MICDS Beaumont Natatorium just wasn’t deep enough.

That particular struggle was solved with the opening of the William R. Orthwein Sr. Pool in early 2018, which can be modified to have two deep-water ends, accommodating both diving and water polo.

“The pool was definitely a blessing,” Hunter Grannum ’19 said. Grannum won the 2018 Diving State Championship after narrowly missing on a championship his sophomore season. That’s not to say the new pool’s diving facility made all the difference, but Grannum didn’t disagree with that idea either.

“Before, I had to go to Kirkwood to practice. It was a hassle to go over there every day instead of diving at our own pool,” Grannum said. “Now that we have a deep enough pool at MICDS, we finally feel like we can host a cohesive meet, and we can go as hard as we need to.”

Much of the pool’s construction was funded by a gift from the William R. Orthwein Jr. and Laura Rand Orthwein Foundation. According to foundation trustee Steve Jones ’66, contributing to the pool fulfilled a desire of William R. Orthwein Jr. ’34 to honor his father, who competed as a swimmer in the 1904 Olympics in St. Louis.

It was also important to the family to have the Diving teams practice at MICDS and introduce younger students to water safety skills.

“I think there’s just as much teaching and learning that goes on in the music room as in the science lab. And the same is true for the swimming pool,” Jones said.

Stacey and Rich Liekweg also made a donation in support of the pool, wanting to honor their daughter, Caroline Liekweg ’18, a member of the MICDS Girls Swimming team. Having seen how swimming taught their daughter important life lessons like discipline and hard work, the Liekwegs wanted to support those learning opportunities for other students.

“We wanted to honor her commitment to her swimming because it’s been so much of who she is,” Stacey Liekweg said. “I will stress that most importantly, it’s not buildings and facilities that make a place. That’s really the icing on the cake. It was the fabulous environment that we believed in.”

With the Swimming, Diving and Water Polo teams now united under one roof, that fabulous environment has only gotten sweeter.

“It’s not buildings and facilities that make a place... It was the fabulous environment that we believed in.”

— STACEY LIEKWEG
Lower Schoolers Make a Splash

When the Steward Family Aquatic Center and William R. Orthwein Sr. Pool was built, members of the Steward family had a vision for the new facility—to give children access to water safety skills at an early age. Now that vision has become a reality, as Beasley students are finally getting their chance to splash around during the swim unit in the Lower School’s physical education classes. During their time in the shallow end, students learn the fundamentals of swimming—including stroke technique and kicking.

MICDS parent Srinivas Battula shared his gratitude for the new P.E. swimming unit when he said, “Thank you so much for helping Vihari ’29! He has never been in a pool before. He was very happy—filled with excitement when I picked him up from school.”

Overall, the swimming unit has been a big hit and a great way for Lower School students to take their first plunge into the new pool.
The way Cross Country and Track and Field Coach Jim Lohr describes it, most of his unparalleled 27-year coaching career can be attributed to being in the right place at the right time.

He came to MICDS as a long-term substitute teacher, earning a full-time job when another teacher couldn’t return. He became the Track and Field coach a year later. And all the success that has followed — the numerous State Championships, personal records, regional acclaim — Lohr said was a product of not wanting to disappoint his students.

“I’ve gone to a lot of clinics, I’ve gone to a lot of coaching schools, I’ve observed professional coaches at the highest levels, and I’ve made friends with quite a few of them,” Lohr said with a laugh. “I didn’t want to be the reason our kids weren’t successful.”

With the MICDS Girls Track and Field team taking home another State Championship for the 2018 season, it’s clear that all of the coaching preparation has paid off for Lohr and MICDS. There’s now a culture around MICDS Track and Field that expects performance at the highest level. In that vein, Lohr is quick to credit the community and its support as an integral part of the team’s culture, mentioning the incredible facilities, including the new Holekamp Stadium.

“I think it’s no coincidence that the better the facilities we’ve had, the better the teams and the better the practices have been,” Lohr said. “And students from around the area now want to come to school at MICDS to be a part of this program and culture.”

The new facility hasn’t just led to an enhanced program; it’s also cultivated a sense of leadership and ownership among the track and field athletes. When he talks about the most recent State Championship, Lohr does not emphasize his coaching strategy or motivational speeches. Instead, he explains how the coaching staff took a step back and let the students lead the charge.

The students’ drive, ambition and talent power the program, which is what Lohr admires most about his students. “They’re phenomenal and outstanding and unbelievable on their own merits,” he said. Lohr’s coaching philosophy, then, is simple: create strong, supportive relationships with the students to help each one reach his or her goals, both on and off the track.

That philosophy works, and the students know it. For example, sprinter Cara Johnson ’18 won the 100-meter State title in 2018 for the second time in her MICDS career, breaking her own School record in the process. In addition to crediting Coach Lohr’s methods or techniques, she emphasized that “he has the ability to make everyone on the team feel loved and important.”

Jacqueline Zoeller ’18 echoed Johnson’s point, saying, “Not only did Coach Lohr constantly encourage and push me to be my best as an athlete, but he became a person who I feel genuinely cares about how I’m doing outside of running.”

The formula is clear: Combine a brand-new facility with a dedicated teacher-coach and teammates who are willing to step up and lead—and that’s how you build a championship program.

Lohr Coaches Championship Program at Holekamp Stadium

Members of the 2018 Track and Field team participate in warm-ups near Holekamp Stadium as Coach Jim Lohr oversees practice.
“Students from around the area now want to come to school at MICDS to be a part of this program and culture.” — JIM LOHR
Upper School Athletics Coach and Lower School P.E. Teacher

HOLEKAMP STADIUM

Holekamp Stadium—which replaces the Howard V. Stephens Jr. Field House—is a newly built structure overlooking the Richard S. Weiss Family Track that seats 400 fans and is the new home for the Track and Field team. The existing Ellis Field is used for Junior Varsity practices, physical education classes and general recreation.
APPRENTICE TEACHING FELLOWSHIP

The Apprentice Teaching Fellowship is one of two endowments to support Faculty Excellence and was a key funding priority of the Bold Action Campaign.

Gifts to the Apprentice Teaching Fellowship support salaries, benefits, training, professional development and mentoring costs.

The Apprentice Teaching Fellowship helps MICDS directly support a priority of our current strategic plan: Great Teaching and Learning 2.0.
None of them knew how to play squash. Some didn’t even know it was a sport. Before they joined then-Teaching Apprentice Robyn Williams’ advisory, the nine 6th grade girls’ feelings toward squash were best summed up by one of the advisees, Mia Schroeder ’18: “Squash is a vegetable.”

But Williams wanted to get to know her new advisees when she started at MICDS, so she took the girls out for a picnic and a day of teaching the sport she loves. The lessons were a huge success because Schroeder and fellow advisory member Constanza Gonzalez-Navarrine ’18 ultimately became co-captains of the MICDS Girls Squash team, which placed 2nd at Nationals last spring.

That success would not have been possible without the Apprentice Teaching Fellowship, which brought Williams, a young squash player fresh out of Trinity College, to MICDS to begin her teaching career seven years ago.

Williams grew up in Zimbabwe, playing squash, tennis and field hockey while hoping to come to the U.S. to continue her career in college. Eventually, she was recruited by Trinity to play all three sports. While there, Williams realized that she loved coaching and working with kids, so she began looking for teaching positions post-graduation.

“When I was offered the apprentice teaching position here, I had been offered some positions on the East Coast, too; [but] I thought to myself, ‘Well I don’t know anything about teaching,’” Williams said of her job search process. “It was the most obvious choice for me to come to MICDS where I would be paired with a mentor teacher and have a hands-on learning experience without the pressure of having to teach all by myself.”

Williams spent her first year shadowing teachers CB Pinkerton and Mark Duval in the Middle School, asking questions and taking notes. It wasn’t until after winter break during that first year that Williams taught a class of her own.

Through that observation, Williams learned not only tangible skills like grading and putting extra attention toward students who might not pick up material as quickly, but also the intangibles necessary to be successful.

“A lot of patience and a lot of humor and being flexible—if you have those things, then you’ll make it,” Williams recalled with a laugh.

Now in her seventh year at MICDS, Williams has been honored with a Chair of Distinguished Teaching at our School, a three-year appointment given to exemplary members of the faculty. Another recipient, Marshall McCurties, also came to MICDS through the Apprentice Teaching Fellowship. This is evidence alone that the fellowship creates excellent teachers for MICDS. Williams, for one, finds pride in her award, not just as a personal honor, but also as a way to express her gratitude to the School.

“It felt more like MICDS got a return on their investment,” Williams said. “They had taken a chance on me, and then they helped me grow into a teacher whom they could be proud of.”

The true measure of a good teacher never comes from awards or honors though. It comes from the impact the teacher has on her students. And according to Mia Schroeder, no one has been more influential than Williams.

“When I think about my time here at MICDS and the teachers I most respect or had the most fun with or learned the most from, it’s Ms. Williams,” Schroeder said. “I don’t know if I would be the person I am today without her.”
Faculty and Staff Tuition Benefit

For faculty and staff who send their children to MICDS, every day is Valentine’s Day. After her husband passed away in 2002, Trudy Valentine, a former MICDS parent, made the decision to give to MICDS after a decade watching teachers support and mentor her own children after the loss of their father. She created the Valentine Family Tuition Support Fund at MICDS, which increases the Tuition Benefit and allows faculty and staff to send their children to the same place where they’ve invested years of time and talent.

“It was incredible for my children to be [at MICDS] during that difficult time,” said Valentine. “They had the opportunity to bond with several teachers who were so important in their lives. Attending a school with teachers who cared for them and helped to raise them was essential. Teachers can do so much to help children, particularly when they go through difficult and critical times in their lives.”

Because of her generous support, MICDS faculty and staff wanted to say a big “Thank You” to Valentine. So, in October 2017, nearly 100 faculty, staff and students gathered in Mary Eliot Chapel to show their appreciation. As Valentine shook hands and received hugs, thank you cards and drawings from the youngest attendees, faculty and staff shared the profound impact her giving has had on their lives.

MICDS parent and staff member Khannie Dastgah described being able to send her children, Skyler ’29 and Kai ’32, to MICDS as “an incredible opportunity.” Dastgah serves as MICDS’ Director of Aquatics Programs and Facilities, one of several new positions at MICDS that grew out of Bold Action initiatives, in this case the Steward Family Aquatic Center and William R. Orthwein Sr. Pool.

Dastgah said, “Having my children at school where I work makes what I do even more special. It gives me a stronger sense of purpose. Most importantly, though, seeing them thrive in this learning environment gives me such joy. We love being part of this community.”

Valentine shared a similar sentiment. “It really is satisfying to see that faculty and staff are happy and that their children are happy here, too. They are so delighted that their children are getting the quality education that MICDS is known for.”

“Having my children at school where I work makes what I do even more special.”
— Khannie Dastgah
Director of Aquatic Programs and Facilities
MICDS provides Tuition Benefit for faculty and staff whose children are enrolled at the School.

30% of the tuition for the children of faculty and staff is covered.

69 children of faculty and staff are currently enrolled at the School and receive the Tuition Benefit.

$140,583 was raised in 2017 by the 25th Reunion Class of 1992 to establish and endow the MICDS Class of 1992 Tuition Benefit Fund.

450+ parents, alumni and friends raised $225,000 at the Red & Green fundraising event for Faculty Excellence and Student Access, which includes the Tuition Benefit Fund.
Campbell Family Makes an MICDS Education Accessible

For Clay Campbell ’15, English courses weren’t always his passion. Rather, math and science were more his speed. But when he took a class with Tex Tourais in the 11th grade, all of that changed.

“His writing totally transformed, and he changed the way he read,” Clay’s father, Stuart Campbell, remembers. “He would come home talking about Tex’s class, telling us all about it and being excited about it.”

Campbell credits his son’s transformation to Tourais’ teaching style and approach to the material—a transformation that embodies what Stuart and Jane Campbell admire most when recalling their sons’ MICDS education.

Their older son, Cole Campbell ’14, had a similar experience, taking roughly 10 trimesters of history classes with the same teacher, Christopher Rhodes. Known for his high expectations, Rhodes pushed Cole through those many classes to be a better writer and thinker, eventually leading to the elder Campbell son winning the history award at graduation.

Realizing the positive impact MICDS had on their own children, the Campbells wanted other members of the St. Louis community to have the same educational benefits. Therefore, at the beginning of the Bold Action Campaign in the fall of 2012, the Campbells established the Campbell Family Financial Aid Fund and donated to the MICDS Annual Fund. Stuart was Chair of the Board of Trustees at the time and described their decision to create the fund “a no-brainer.”

“It resonated with Jane and me that we love the idea of helping kids gain access to an education,” Stuart said. “We were fortunate to be able to pay the tuition, but not everyone is in that situation. So we wanted to help others who might not be in a position to do that on their own.”

By creating the fund, the Campbells built on a legacy of dedicated engagement with MICDS. While Stuart was Chair of the Board of Trustees, Jane helped lead the Parents Association. In that role, she was instrumental in building a cohesive MICDS community and was especially passionate about ensuring that the School’s international families were welcomed and included.

In that vein, opportunity is the key word for the Campbells, in both their involvement and their giving. Now with Cole heading to law school and Clay entering his last year of college, they see how the various opportunities at MICDS are paying off. And thanks to the School’s commitment to raising financial aid support as part of the Bold Action Campaign, more students who otherwise wouldn’t be able to join the MICDS community are receiving those same benefits.

IMPACT ON: STUDENT ACCESS

FINANCIAL AID

Financial aid was one of the endowment priorities of the Bold Action Campaign. In the 2018-2019 school year, we awarded more than $5 million in need-based tuition assistance to 25% of the student body.

100% of current MICDS families who demonstrate financial need receive aid (as determined by an independent third party).

25% of MICDS students receive financial aid.

$6.3M in gifts from the Bold Action Campaign went to support Student Access.
Betsey Homeier ’81 knows firsthand the time value of money. As an alternative investment analyst for the School Employees Retirement System of Ohio, she pools small contributions for the non-faculty employees in the Ohio Public School System—bus drivers, cafeteria workers, custodians and aides—and invests them over the long haul for maximum growth. “Small amounts of money add up, and it’s important for people to remember that it’s never too early to make an impact—especially when it comes to investing for yourself and others,” she said.

Homeier is putting that philosophy to work at MICDS. During the MICDS Bold Action Campaign, she made it a priority to invest in future generations of students by including the School in her estate plans. “I received scholarships from Smith College and Washington University where I received my undergraduate and graduate degrees, so I wanted to pay it forward by putting MICDS in my will and request that my planned gift be used to fund student scholarships,” she explained.

Homeier said it was an easy decision to choose MICDS as one of her philanthropic priorities, citing the elevated academics and individualized attention she received from so many teachers during her time at Mary Institute. “We were always allowed to pursue things that were interesting to us, and we read books that were on a much higher level than kids at other schools. I loved the work we were doing and the way we were thinking about the work. There was no ceiling to our learning,” she said.

“Even though I went to a pretty competitive college and graduate school, and entered the competitive industry of investments, no one got a better education than I did. The teachers at Mary I gave us that, and the School created the environment for the teachers to be successful. I’m grateful for what I was given, and now I’d like to help the problem solvers of tomorrow get a good education.”

We are grateful to Homeier for her foresight and generosity and are delighted to count her as both a campaign donor and a member of our Eliot & Thompson Society for planned giving legacy donors. “Everyone has the right to create her own legacy,” she said. “I’m choosing to leave my legacy at the School that taught me how to think.”

“I’m choosing to leave my legacy at the school that taught me how to think.” — BETSEY HOMEIER ’81
Why I give.
### Annual Fund Quick Facts

- **$9.95M** raised for the Annual Fund during the Bold Action Campaign
- **$700** average Annual Fund gift
- **100%** impact on students, faculty, and programs
- **2,700** average number of donors per year

### Participation During the Bold Action Campaign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volunteers</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Alumni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>863</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 863 volunteers generously served the Annual Fund program.
- 100% faculty contributed to the Annual Fund during the 2017-2018 academic year.
- 81% average parent participation.
- Average alumni participation, which is three times higher than the national average for independent schools.
“I have felt the power of giving, which inspires me to give back.”

— JARRETT YOUNG '01
How MICDS Has Shaped the Youngs’ Annual Commitments

An MICDS “lifer,” Whitney Walker Young ’01 enjoyed a childhood that revolved around MICDS. Her husband, Jarrett Young ’01, began his MICDS journey in 7th grade with an instant love for Codasco football. Little did the two know that MICDS would eventually become the catalyst for a life of happiness. In fact, they’ve been together since Junior Prom in 2000. Now in their 12th year of marriage, Whitney said she still laughs at Jarrett’s jokes. It’s a classic MICDS love story—and not just because they met at MICDS, but also because of their lifelong commitment to the School, and most recently to the Bold Action Campaign, through annual giving.

The Youngs started giving to the MICDS Annual Fund in 2006, the same year they were married. Twelve years later and with two children, Henry and Effie, they’ve continued to make giving a habit, now through a monthly recurring gift program.

The Youngs and other generous donors understand that ensuring a thriving School requires commitment, and their contributions to the MICDS Annual Fund support the recurring, operational needs that fuel the educational experience for each child, year after year.

Why is philanthropy important to you?

J: I was from North St. Louis and rode the Bi-State bus for a period of time to get to and from school. I wouldn’t have been able to attend MICDS had it not been for the generosity of others giving to the School.

W: I hope to lessen the struggle for others who are less fortunate than me. I give in hope that others like me will give and that those whom I help will give once they are financially able.

What influences your decision to give every year?

J: There always existed in the MICDS community a willingness to give when you see a need. I have felt the power of giving, which inspires me to give back.

W: My husband’s story inspires me to give. He would never have attended MICDS had it not been for the financial assistance provided by the School. I saw his life change. I want to provide opportunities to others and give back as a “thank you” to MICDS for changing his life.

Why is giving back to MICDS important to you?

J: I met my wife here. I’ve stayed in touch with my former teachers, and I wouldn’t be who I am without the education I received. I value the openness of the community and the relationships I formed here. All of this brought meaning into my life.

W: MICDS provided me the ability to discover my strengths and passions and to grow up with confidence. I want to provide others with that same opportunity.

Why is the MICDS Annual Fund the best option for your family?

J: Participation matters, and it all adds up. When a school is trying to raise funds for larger initiatives, alumni and parent participation shows commitment and value. Doing something small so that the institution can do something big is a no-brainer.

W: When I was right out of college and even now, the Annual Fund has allowed me to continue to give in a way that is financially manageable for us and our family.
“Thank you. 100 million times over. Thank you!”

— LISA LYLE, HEAD OF SCHOOL
The following pages celebrate those donors who supported MICDS with cumulative gifts of $100 or more over the duration of the Bold Action Campaign, which ran publicly from the fiscal year July 1, 2012, through June 30, 2018. All gifts to the School are recognized, including outright donations, memorials, tributes, planned gifts and bequests. We are grateful for the generosity of all who contribute to MICDS.
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Lorena and Kent Faerber ’59  
Jami Ake and Jill Fechtman  
Ellen and Stephen Fern  
Juan and Helena Ferreira  
Kristine and Brian Finlay ’84  
Doris and Howard Finlay  
Lisa and Robert Forsyth ’79  
Sarah and Lucien Fouke III ’88  
Nancy and Byron Francis ’67  
Pam and Robert Frank ’62  
Jane and Jeffrey Frederici  
Korina and Matthew Gabrieleisen  
Stacy and F. Scott Galt ’90  
Vani and Srivinasa Gangavaranu  
Diane Rathi ’49 and  
Edmond Garesché III ’48  
Edes Gilbert  
Jennifer and John Gillis ’85  
Abby and Joseph Goldberg ’95

Kimberly and Steven Goldenberg  
Eileen Kaufman ’86 and  
Michael Goldberg  
Stacey Lohn ’89 and  
Robert Graves  
Jan and Shoshon Wolad ’60 and  
Ronald Greenberg  
Aaron Greenspan  
Carolyn and August Hager III  
Cynthia Dennison ’89 and  
William Haines  
Randa Sawa-Hajji and  
Mazen Hajji  
Elizabeth and Richard Hall ’89  
Ursula Kopij and Barton Hamilton  
Patricia and R. Carey Hannum  
Andrea and Brett Hart  
Salim Hawatmeq ’91  
Kerri and David Helms  
Fonda and Gerald Hereford ’80  
Janet Crowell ’53 and  
Cowles Herr  
Oliver “Budge” Hickel ’63  
Charles and Thomas Hickey ’91  
Kevin Holt  
Patricia and Bart Holtzman  
Iwona and David Hopkins  
Cynthia and Kevin Howard  
Virginia Hanses ’83 and  
John Howells Jr. ’83  
Maureen and Kevin Hurley  
Molly and H. Curtis Ittner Jr. ’76  
Susan and Philip Ittner ’78  
Meghan and  
James Rush James IV ’99  
Sharon and William John  
Jody and Stephen Jones ’66  
Graham Kalis “07  
Mary and Manning Kalis ’01  
Danielle and Powell Kalish ’04  
Sona and Vinay Kamat  
Erin and Kevin Kane  
Caryn Fine and  
Robert Kanterman  
Julie and Lawrence Keeley Jr.  
Tracy and Jay Keener  
Michele Kemp  
Virginia Drosten ’65 and  
Pattie Kelland  
Shelia and Thomas Kendrick  
Carol and Burton Kennedy ’67  
Sarah and Stanard Klinefelter ’65  
Karen and James Klingler  
Stephanie and Brian Kolman  
Matthew Krieg ’03  
Elizabeth Thomas Lakovich ’99  
C. R. Lamothe ’54*  
Mary* and  
Benjamin Lancaster Jr.  
Barbara Landesman  
Laura and John Laughlin Jr.  
Cathy and Seth Leadbeater  
Laura and John Lee  
Mallissa and Leander Lee  
Sharon and Cliff Leve  
Yuh-Ling Lu and Tai Lin  
Janice Li and Michael Liu  
Stephen Loeb ’49  
Carrie McNally and  
Claude Maechling ’85  
Angela and Robert Mahoney ’89  
Ming and Daniel Mandoli  
Tom Margulis ’88  
James Miller Maune ’87  
Ellen Hiatt and Barnet McKee ’71  
Constance Bascom ’65 and  
John McPeeters ’65

*Deceased  
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Matthew Luedke ‘98
LaJoyce Lucas
Helene and William Lortz ‘56*
Keith Lord ‘76
Margaret Marriott ‘60 and Roberta Bartlett Logan ‘60
Anne Limberg ‘65
Randi Shafton and Angela and Howard Liang ‘66
Janice Berg and Phillip Levinson
Barbara Leven ‘68 and Holly Leicht ‘88
Lily Yu and Chris Lee
Simone Ledeen
Kathleen King and Jeffrey Lay
Deanna Lauck
Zvjezdana and Randy Larsen
Peggy and Harold Laramie
Laura and Michael Lane
Lavanya and Kim and Jeffrey LaBrier ‘94
Kim LaBoy
Rina and Philip Kurian
Kathleen and Alexander Kummant
Barbara Leven ‘68 and Holly Leicht ‘88

Matthew Lorber
Scott Link

Laura and Michael Lane
Phyllis and Kenneth Langsford ‘60
Mary and Timothy LaPlaunt
Peggy and Harold Laramie
Zvjezdana and Randy Larsen

Janice Berg and Phillip Levinson
Jennifer and John Lewington ‘96
Frederick Lewis Jr. ‘94
William Leydig Jr. ‘98
Angela and Howard Liang ‘66
Randi Shafton and Andrew Lieberman ‘78
Ann Rubicam ‘51 and Douglas Lilly ‘48
Julia Schlaffy ‘00 and Peter Lilly ‘00
Anne Limberg ‘65
Catherine Seltzer and David Limbrick
Angela Del Pizzo ‘87 and Scott Link
Susan Lissner
Carolyn Littlefield ‘07
C. E. Lobser ‘86
Robert Bartlett Logan ‘60
Ronald Lohr
Kay and Arthur Loomstein
Margaret Marriot ‘60 and Matthew Lorber
Keith Lord ‘76
Helene and William Lortz ‘56*
LaJoyce Lucas
Matthew Luedke ‘98
Barbara* and Harry Lykens

Wei-Wei Huang and Liang Ma
Jane Shapleigh Mackey ‘65
Megan and Ryan Maher ‘04
Barbara and Richard Mahoney
Michael Malan Jr. ‘98
Joan and Michael Malloy
Cynthia Maritz ‘72
Corrie and David Marks
Amy and Ross Markwort ‘00
Douglas Marshall
Marni Dillard ‘85 and Robert Martin ‘85
Krystin and Timothy Matsiws
Sally and John McAllister II
Ann Cochran ‘51 and Lansden McCandless Jr. ‘45*
Sarah and
Christopher McCarthy ‘94
Ingrid and Mark McCarty
Robin and Devon McClain
Molly and Geoffrey McClelland ‘58
Ryan McClintock ‘98
Marion and Thomas McConnell Jr.
Melanie and Arthur McConville
Caroline and
James McDonald Jr. ‘98
The Rev. Todd and Sabine McDowell
Lesley Knowles McIntire ‘66
Emma McLaughlin
Mary Hannekegan ‘63 and Robert McMillan
Alexander McMullin ‘04
Margaret and Charles Medeburg
Peter Medler ‘87
Antoinette and Charles Meintjes
Mary Virginia Roberts ‘46 and James Mellor ‘45
Beth and Nicholas Menneke
KC and Fernando Mercado
Nancy Russell ‘63 and John Merritt III
Carole Merwin
Jeffrey Merwin
Elizabeth Brokaw Metcalfe ‘58
and James Metcalfe
Diane Dierich ‘61 and Richard Metz
Tina Morgan and Robert Metzger Jr. ‘68
Misty Mueller ‘92 and Nicholas Meyer
Claire Keeler Beck ‘66 and David Middleton
Jarmaine Migala*
Laneys and Alex Miles ‘86
Bradley Miller ‘86
H. Brookings Miller ‘66
Abby Locke and
Jefferson Miller Jr. ‘70
Paul Miller III ‘88
Jenet and Stanley Miller
Sydney and Peter Millman
Lewis Mills
Mary Faller and Paul Mills
Karen and Todd Minichello
Mona and Sina Mirhafe
Francine and
Anthony Mitchell ‘85
Jane Ruwitch ‘65 and
Stephen Mitchell
Elizabeth and David Montani ‘87
Sanders Moody
Tracy and Nathan Moore IV
Irene Randolph Morrill ‘40*
Dulie Morris ‘83
Dr. and Mrs. Mazar Moshiri ‘98

Billie and John Moss ‘55
Susan McClelland ‘63 and Nicholas Mosse
Alice Beckers ‘69 and
Richard Muckerman II
Megan and Joseph Mueller ‘88
Elizabeth and Douglas Mullenix ‘85
Jesse Myer III ‘53*
Martin Myers
Sarah Herstand Myers
Katy and John Mykrantz ‘80
Kim and Thomas Naber
Sree and Vamsi Narra
Faraz Naseer ‘02
Judith Einstein Neisser ‘53*
Jennifer and Gregory Nelson
Carol and Alex Netchvolodoff ‘54
Trina and Michael Nichols
Margaret Mauzé ‘85 and Kenneth Niemann
Barbara and Thomas Niemann
Sue and Thomas Niernier
Deirdre McKee ‘76 and
Timothy Noeker
Lisa Wright ‘76 and
James Nouss Jr.
Anne and Christopher Noyes ‘75
Linda Nussbaum ‘92
Mari and Richard Nuzum Jr. ‘86
Tamara and Thomas Nuzum ‘90
Chonda and Fidel Nwamu
Sean O’Brien*
Marion McKinney ‘79 and
Frederick Oertli III ‘77
Carol and Regis O’Keefe
Susan Orlando
Sonie Rao Orsay ‘92
Christine and
Christopher Orthwein ‘88
Laura Rand ‘37*
and
William Orthwein Jr. ‘34
Penelope Bass ‘67 and
Robert O’Sullivan Jr.
Gwen and Ibeabuchi Oteh
Katie and Emmett Owenby III
Monica and Clayton Perry ‘69
Kristina Henderson and
Horace Perry III ‘67
Pamela and Patrick Perry
Harriet Degen Pesante ‘38*
Lisa and William Peters
Lori and Jeffrey Petersen
Georgia Pettus ‘67
Cheryl and Joel Pettus Jr.
Marian Phelps* and Don Phillips
Karen Kjorlien Phillips ‘71
Jane and Clyde Pilkington ‘72
David Plotkin ‘91
Virginia and Robert Pommier III ‘84
Joan Barnes ‘71 and Philip Pohl Jr.
Abigail Millman ‘02
and Nicholas Pope ‘04
Terese and Gregory Portell
Ann Keeer ‘63 and Ralph Poucher
Kathryn and James Preston
Emery Prior
Serena and Michael Proctor
Felicia Pulliam
Miriam and Andrew Pultman
Anne Streett ‘83 and Mark Pyper
Saima and Usman Qayyum
Erum and Mujtaba Qazi
Vicki and Robert Roberts ‘76
Debra and David Robson ‘74
Kathleen Rogers
M. Weldon Rogers IV ‘80
Julie Grote ‘65 and
Richard Rogers
Jeanne Greenberg ‘85 and
Nicholas Rohatyn
Nicole and Matthew Rollo
Stephen Roth
Sandra and James Rothschild ‘60
Abhik Roy ‘98
Adriana and Allain Roy
Katherine Burns and Robert Rozen
Stephanie Elam Rush and
Jeffrey Rush ‘92
Vidyasitrasu and Vinodkumar Sadasivam
Jane and Marcel Saghir
Amaal Saleh and Moawafaq Saad
UmaShanker Sampath
Avi Samudrala ‘98
Joyce and Zeke Sansone
Caroline and William Sant II ‘45
Nancy and Samuel Santana
Verena and Scott Saunders
Heather Savedra
Christine Tan-Scally and
John Scally
Julie and Thomas Schaberg
Jennifer and Joshua Schafer
Carolyn and William Sant II ‘45
Nancy and Samuel Santana
Verena and Scott Saunders
Heather Savedra
Kim and Jeffrey Scharf ‘92
Nicole and Chris Scheele
Jill and Bradley Schenck ‘90
Joe and Dori Scherer
Susan and Daniel Schettler ‘62
Elizabeth Peters ‘71
Peter Schiff
Mary and Peter Schlaffy
Randy Morrill ‘73 and Leo Schmid

*Deceased
William Ball ’98
Renuka Ballal ’98
Mary Randolph Dickson Ballinger ’65
Callie Bambeneck
Katherine Wattle ’02 and
Kyle Banahan
Jennifer Freeman ’89 and
Andrew Bane
Lucy Mellow Bangs ’78
Brittany Banks ’06*
Bryson Banks ’07
Sarah James ’86 and John Banks
Christy Marx ’73 and
Samuel Barber
Jennifer and Kyle Bardot ’05
Gail and William Barker II ’52
David Barnes ’01
Julia Terry Barnes ’52
Mary Kline ’94 and Robert Barnes
T. E. Barnes IV ’96
Maria Barrera ’94
Chris and Robert Barrett ’57
Jennifer and Paul Barrs ’92
Elizabeth Lotters and
Robert Barry III ’72
Jane Elgin Bartlett and
Hugh Bartlett ’58
Willard Bartlett III ’55
Julia and Brett Barton
Simona Basso and
Emiliano Barzaghi
Dudley Batchelor*
Sally Everson and
Jonathan Bates ’63
Candice and Michael Baumann
Kimberly and Nels Bickson
Ellen and Peter Bay ’74
Dena and Sarkis Bayekian*
Priya Luther ’94 and
Michael Bazzani
Jessie DeJohn ’02 and
Alexander Bean ’02
Ellen Jones Bean ’73
Hillary Bean ’97
Christine Beauvais
Joyce and Richard Becker
Virginia Brunner ’99 and
William Becker
Alison Bedell
Joseph Bedell
Helen and Timothy Beecher Sr.
Paul Begemann ’08
Thomas Behan Jr. ’90
Ernest Behnke ’96
Sarah Bell-Klausner and
Andrew Bell
Amy and David Bell ’90
Marnie Crossen ’58 and Gary Bell
Anna Hairson and Emma Belle
Candice Schattgen ’78 and
Patrick Bellinger
Leslie Belz ’81
Lea Diederich ’80 and
Albert Bender III ’79
Carolyn and Robert Bender ’77
Barbara and James Benecke Jr.
Anne Haffenrefener ’04 and
Brad Bennett
Marylyn Reisel ’76 and
Keith Bennett
Anne McMullen ’02 and
Daniel Bennenger
Cynthia Avon ’71 and
Robert Bennett
Lanyn and William Benoist Jr. ’01
Denise Bentele ’85
Bonnie and Samuel Berger ’95
Eleanor Peters ’93 and
Leif Bergquist
Brian Berkelhauer
Elizabeth Smith ’61 and
Michael Bernosky
Alexander Bernstein ’10
Max Bernstein ’15
Rick Bernstein
Bonita and Alan Berry
Lewis Bettman III ’53
Katherine and Charles Betz
David Betz ’89
Courtney Reed ’94 and Chris Bey
Lovellina and Saphire Bhagat
Christine and Henry Bibby Jr. ’70
Isabel and Craig Biesterfeld
Pamela Lanier ’69 and Bob Biggs
Jennifer Bill
Barbara Merolli ’78 and
G. Robert Bishop
Sujata and Pratim Biswas
Carol Culver Bitting ’56
Cynthia and Thomas Bitting ’68
Thomas Bitting Jr. ’01
Carrie Lessel and Matthew Black
Michael Black
Aaron-Micheal Blackman ’09
Lorraine and Herbert Blachier
Carol Willis Blair ’60
Deborah Blanchard
Joan and Edgar Bland’52*
Howard Bland ’39
Nancy Agress Brodky ’58
Roger Brodky ’73
Susan Kahn Bromberg ’64
Marcie and Alan Brook
Cynthia and John Brooks
Philip Brotherton
Erie Llounberger ’77 and
Donald Broughton
Wendy Brafman ’87 and
Christopher Brown
Lauren and Edward Brown ’91
Emilia Brown ’53
Edith Levy ’53 and Howard Brown
Molly and John Brown IV ’97
Ramona and Kenneth Brown Sr.
Sarah Alderks Brown ’75
Ryan and Sterling Brown ’94
Serena Roitman Brownwell ’86 and
Richard Brownell
Lisa Brueer ’72
Kathleen and John Brugere
Anne Brummett ’07
Lauren Brummett ’02
Thomas Brummett ’04
Lauren and John Brunner III ’01
Darryl Brunson Sr. ’80
Stephanie and Timothy Brunt ’06
Holly and M. E. Bryl ’69
Gary Armstrong Bryson ’60
Stacey and Shawn Buchanan
Liz and Craig Buchman
Carole Buck
Darlene and George Buckner III
Linda and John Buffa
Carolyn and Anthony Buford Jr. ’59
Jill and Matthew Buha
Angela and Travis Bullock
Thomas Bundy’72
Stephen Burch ’03
Sara Burchard
Alexandra Czejka-Hales ’05 and
Ben Burford
Rosemary and John Burgess
Brooke and Jon Burgess
Gaylord Burke Jr. ’60
Morgan Burke ’07
Nancy Burke
Heidi Rosner ’82 and
Paul Burkerempe ’82
Katherine Burkhardt ’04
Chris and Matthew Burridge ’78
Ann Murphy Burrroughs ’78
Shala and John Burroughs ’95
William Burst ’98
Dana and Robert Buschmann ’93
Meg and Brian Bush ’96
Sharon and Paul Bussmann
Evelyn and Jeffrey Butler ’62
Darcell Williams ’80 and
Melvin Butler ’80
Elizabeth Canavan ’97 and
Kevin Byrne
Kursten and Patrick Byrne
Amy and Samer Cabbabe
Louise Boyd ’67 and J. A. Cadwell
Candace Pratt ’72 and
Philip Cady Jr. ’70
Katie and Ben Cahill ’95
Alison Hillhouse ’95 and Greg Cain
Stephanie and Nathan Calcar
Linda Calhoun
Toni King ’76 and Colin Callahan
Charles Caltagirone ’98
April and Michael Caltagirone ’96
Donna and Victor Caltagirone
Judith and Thomas Cambrad
Kasey and Jay Camron ’98
Christina Valentine ’08 and
Jeffery Cammon ’05
Holly and David Campbell
Tim Canavan
Penny (Forney) Canny ’64
Alexandra Rine ’06 and
Joe Cantino
Carolyn Glaser ’58 and
Melvin Caplan
Jonathan Caplin ’01
Julie and Matthew Capodanno
Gretchen and Mark Caputo
Elizabeth Jenks ’72 and
Herbert Carden
Andrew Carlie ’04
Catherine and Paul Carlson ’84
Margaret George ’96 and
Brendan Carmichael
Emily Crale ’08
Henri Carnel ’06
Grace and James Carpenter
Alexa Beattie and
John Carpenter
Barbara Carr
Ruth Mackey Carse ’88
Malon Carter
Andrew Carton ’94
Colleen Carver ’98
Daniel Case ’88*
Donald Casey
Michael Casey
Victoria Miller ’99 and
Michael Casey
Claire Ennis ’92 and Jason Cashio
Jacqueline and Adam Castagno ’03
Amy and John Castagno
Agnes Meyo and
Frank Cantarazzo ’68
Cameron Catsav ’11
Christina DiGasbarro ’08 and
John Caves
Christina Hill Cernia ’98
Chandani Chakraborty and
Sanjay Chakraborty
Felice Lugo ’80 and
Holland Chalfant III ’78
Arlene and Donald Chambers
Karla and Christopher Chaney ’87
Theresa Eppert and Kevin Chapin
Janet and Harry Chapman Jr. ’65
Becki and John Chappell ’69
Margaret Chappell

*Deceased
Allen Fendelman  
Shahen and Matthew Ferguson  
Elizabeth and James Ferrick  
Georgene Otto Ferring ’59  
Jennifer and Charles Ferris III ’86  
Katie Clark ’89* and Eric Frus  
William Feuerbacher  
Marline and Christopher Fichter ’92  
Jean D’Oench Field ’54  
John Field ’07  
Dr. Janice Spears Fields ’86 and  
Alan Fields  
William Fienup  
Derek Filicco ’94  
Michael Files  
Mollie Finch ’85  
Leesi Loeb ’03 and Ahri Findling  
Lynn Bodenheimer ’70 and  
Ray Finegan  
Jeanne Arbuckle First ’44  
Anne–Marie Fuleihan Fischer ’96  
Helen Wood Fischer ’88  
Steve Fischer  
Daniel Fisher ’01  
Ellen Fisher ’07  
Karen and Jeffrey Fisher ’78  
Deborah Smith ’71 and  
Arthur Fitzgerald  
Josephine Marschel  
Flachmann ’64  
Elizabeth Flanagan ’09  
Ann Mellow ’76 and  
Scot Fleckenstein  
Kathleen Flemming  
Jennifer and Ervin Flores  
Katherine and James Fluri ’76  
Jane Childress ’60 and  
Sandon Fordy  
Sarah Jones ’66 and Daniel Foley  
Diana and John Fontana  
Ashley Brauer ’92 and Joel Foote  
Allyson Ford  
Cheryl and Michael Ford ’86  
Pamela and Sherman Ford  
William Ford ’72  
Elizabeth Fordyce ’68  
Jennifer Ellis ’93 and  
Jeffrey Forlizzi  
Margretta Forrester  
Lisa Schlaflie ’75 and  
Joseph Forshaw IV  
Daniel and Caroline Font  
Mary * and Garth Fort  
Robert Fort ’95  
Albert Foster ’54*  
Karen and Edward Fouke ’90  
George Fowler  
Michelle Fox  
Rebecca and Tucker Francis ’87  
Laura Leith ’91 and Donald Frank  
Karen Frank ’89  
Lynda and Willis Frank Jr. ’74  
Jane and Richard Fredman  
Pamela and Howard Freedman ’65  
Kristi and Eric Freeland ’96  
Shelbe Bullock and  
Frankie Freeman  
Terry Varney Freerks  
Joan Freilich ’68  
Michelle and Richter Friedman ’03  
Carolyn and  
John Friedman Jr. ’64  
Julie Friedman  
Kara Friedman  
Jon Friedner  
Lauren Thomas ’02 and  
John Fries III ’99

Joan Weinstein Froede ’57  
Hayley Frost ’10  
Mary and Joseph Frost ’76  
Kristin and Tony Frost  
Gianna Fruhau-Minton ’85  
Lauren Bade ’98 and Eric Frus  
Emily Fuhrman ’04  
Sandra and Kent Funkhouse  
Virginia and Robert Funsh ’57  
Suzanne Allenu Funsh ‘57  
Lisa and Charles Fusner  
Christopher Gaebe Jr. ’97  
Chris and Ginger Gaebe  
Julie and Jonathan Gaebe  
Jackie and Jonathan Gaebe Jr. ’01  
Robin and Robert Gail  
Mary Gaines  
Pauline and Stephen Gaiouni  
Deborah Jablon ’88 and Don Gallo  
Alice and David Galt Jr. ’67  
Liliane and Stewart Galt ’45  
Gregory Galvin ’97  
RispaH Gamble  
Cynthia MacDonal Gamblin ’64  
Ashley Papin Gannett ’39*  
Jan Marshall ’68 and Michael Gans  
Nichole and Michael Haraygay  
Julia and Danny Garcia  
Elizabeth Holmes Gardner ’54  
Christine Garhart ’70  
Shirley Garhart  
Jane Jansen ’90 and  
Stuart Garrett  
Gayle Bodine ’74 and Ted Garrett  
Lynn Frazier ’63  
and Francois Gas  
Terri and Douglas Gast  
Elizabeth Engler ’97 and  
Robert Gast ’98  
Linda and Geoffrey Gatz  
Jeffrey Gav  
Xiaobing Zhu and Jisheng Ge  
Mardie and Fritz Gebhard ’66  
Kala and Fritz Gebhard Jr. ’95  
Tracy Gellman ’98  
Miranda and Andrew Gelven  
Nisha Thomas and Daniel George  
Georgia* and Richard George  
Richard George Jr. ’82  
Ryan George ’09  
Judith and Peter Gerasopoulos  
Sarah Remington ’78 and  
Charles Gerdig  
Karen Breckenridge ’81 and  
William Geminster  
Alison and John Gerst ’94  
Melinda Berry and James Giacon  
Andrew Gieselmann ’09  
Joyce and Harold Giger Jr. ’63  
John Gillardi  
Mark Gillespie  
Lynn Doris Ginalick ’68  
Diane Giao  
John Gira ’91  
Sai and Ott Gira ’86  
Milagros and Luis Giuffra  
Lee and Louis Glaser  
Patricia Glaser ’66  
Joan Glassman  
Mary Zepfenfeld Glau ’56 and  
Allyn Glaub  
Sarah Sutter ’91 and  
Christian Glazer  
Wendy Ware ’72 and  
Daniel Gleason  
Sherry Glennon  
Linda Wells-Glover and  
Reginald Glover  
Kelli and Scott Glover  
Sarah Lilly ’76 and Michael Glynn  
Deborah and Gary Godwin ’69  
Leah Goessin and  
Nicole Montgomery Goessling ’92  
Laurie and Gordon Goetsch ’78  
Holly Cheuk and Jeremy Gogol ’03  
Kathryn Goggins ’06  
Lois and Alan Goldberg  
Dorette and Edward Goldberg  
Michael Goldberg ’93  
Stacy and Richard Goldberg  
Tracy Goldberg–Gross ’99  
Michael Goldbergen ’08  
Stacey Goldman  
Patricia and Thomas Goldrick  
Carrie Goldring ’83  
Ryan Hanley ’02 and  
Jake Goldstein  
Anna Tinaiya and Yuri Gonchar  
Edith and Joseph Good Jr.  
Susan Good  
Wendy Good and  
Matthew Goodman ’94  
Stephen Goot  
Lori and Clifford Gordon ’78  
Melissa and David Gordon  
Evelyn Hermann ’81 and  
EDward Grace Jr.  
Tracey Dominick ’96 and  
Nick Grace  
Darlene and James Graczyk  
Christopher Graham ’06  
Kelsey and Geoffrey Grammer ’06  
Ralph Grammer ’03  
Wolfe Gramm ’89  
Jeffrey Granoff ’90  
Darby Grant ’04  
Pamela and James Grant  
Helen French Graves ’68  
Tonja Gray  
Robbie and Charles Gray  
Jane Cunliff Gray  
John Gray ’63  
Amy and Michael Gray ’90  
Mollie Miller Gray ’89  
Molly and Peter Gray ’93  
Carole and Robert Gray ’69  
Andrew Green ’97  
Hila Hampton ’63 and  
Daniel Green  
Mary and Thomas Green ’60  
Tracy Green ’83  
Minh and Josh Greenberg  
Jessica Greenhall  
Richard Greenhall  
Laura Greenspan ’01  
Kate and John Gregory Jr. ’87  
Joanne and Peter Griffin ’69  
Sova and Yuriy Grigoryan  
Christina Horan ’05 and  
Riley Grimme  
Kevin Gritzke ’69*  
Kristin and Charles Groh ’83  
R. Douglas Gross ’53*  
Victoria Gross ’76  
Laurel and Eric Grossman  
Ruth and John Grote ’67  
Christian Goletmann ’09 and  
Peter Grote ’98  
Nelson Grumney III ’03  
Alec Guidonii ’12  
Judith OIson and Frank Guidoni  
Bosil Gualtiero  
Reda and Dale Guebert

*Deceased
Virginia MacDonald
Meghan Mach ’03
Beverly and Steven Mach
Chelsea Mackey
Anne and Richard Mackey ’93
Kimberly Reynolds MacLean ’80
Sophie and John MacMahon ’52
Barbara Cady ’80 and
William Macon Jr. ’77
Robbin McDonnell ’67 and
Paul MacVittie
Diana Davis ’65 and M. P. Madsen
Mary Louise Mrazek and
Claude Maechling ’56
C. T. Maguire ’50
Matthew Mahaffey
Kathleen Kang ’90 and
Andishah Mahdavi
Beverly Jo and Kevin Maher
Kevin Maher Jr. ’06
Rosalind Tupper Maiden ’55
Mary and Humbert Maiocco
Christine and Richard Maiocco
Samir Malik ’04
Courtney Malin ’09
Mary and Kenneth Mallin
Rosalie Thompson ’65 and
James Maloney Jr. * 
Alison Smith Maloof ’98
John Manahan
Sasha and Timothy Manda
Tanusree and Saptarshi Mandal
Louise Levin ’53 and Barry Mandel
Killian Lamkin ’04 and
Zachary Mandel ’04
Ivy and Josh Mandel
Ambarish Manepalli ’98
Ivy and Josh Mandel
Ambarish Manepalli ’98
Madison Mann ’12
Anne Steiner ’66 and
Stephen Manning
Dailing Mao
Mary Ann Shoenberg ’60 and
William Margaretten
Jean Margulis and
Sawyer Margulis *
Jonathan Margolis ’98
Jackie Maritz
Carrie Smith Marks ’91
Elizabeth Ellison ’71 and
Michael Marks
Evelyn Armstrong ’85 and
William Marks
Beverly Markwort ’04
Joan and Richard Marra
Sarah and Douglas Marshall ’79
Kristi and Duncan Marshall Jr. 
Elaine Marshall
Elizabeth Tebbetts Marshall ’71
Helen Marshall ’95
Lindsay Marshall ’94
Bonnie Hallett ’81 and
Matthew Marshall
Aaron Martin ’99
Constance Shapleigh Martin ’65
Daniel Martin
Dorothy Martin
Kelly Carrico ’06 and
Don Martin
Elliot Zoby Martin ’99
George Martin ’82
Keiriai and Glen Martin
Martha and John Martin ’79
Julia Gordon Martin ’49*
Margot Maritz Martin ’57
Phillip Martin ’75
Christina and Ronald Martin Jr.
Jeanette Nickel ’78 and
Stan Martin
Krystal Moss ’03 and
Steve Martin
Salvatore Martorell
Laurie and Ernest Marx ’68
Amie and Jamie Marx ’77
Kristen McLaren ’98 and
Matthew Masiel
Ann and Peter Mason
Joan Matava
Dana and R. Michael Mathies ’77
Ben Mathews
Elizabeth and Robert Mathieu
Margaret Mize Mathis ’45
Martha Culver ’63 and
L. Churchill Matthews Jr. ’59
Megan and Robert Matthews III ’01
Walker Matthews ’05
Deborah Mattingly
Judith and Gregory Mattingly
Nancy Green Maune ’56
Marla and Donald Maurer
Rachael and Nathan Maurer
Ann and George Mauze III ’55
Sondra and James Mauze ’57 *
Tracy and Michael Max
Theresa Papas and David May ’58
Christine and Lawrence Mayer
Margaret Jones ’46 and
Richard Mayer
Allison and Charles McAlpin Jr. ’01
Michael McCabe ’50
Patricia Niet ’44 and
John McCadden Jr. ’77
William McCandless ’77
William McDonald ’06
Abby Braxton ’67 and
Matthew McCarthy
Nanci and Peter McCarthy
Carolyn and Sean McCarthy ’96
Christine and Justin McCarthy ’97
Sara and Ryan McCarthy ’98
Cathy and Daniel McCauley
Elise and Cal McCline
Jeffrey McClintock ’02
Martin McClintock
Betty and Rufus McCollum
Ross McConnell ’04
Lucy McDonald McCown ’73
Ana Da Silva and Allen McCoy ’95
Carter McElvaine
Pam and David McFarland ’53
William McFarland ’71
Emily Zimmerman and
Michael McGehee ’93
Michael McGowan
Nancy Rodgers ’63 and
Charles McGrath
Tamiko and Drew McGurk
Jan and Tom McGurk Jr.
Victoria Trost ’91 and 
Charles McHugh
Nancy Primm McIntyre ’74
Joan DeWitt McKean ’54
Carolyn Canavan ’95 and
Ethan McKee
Nancy and Lester McKeever Jr.
Stacey and Robert McKevelly ’88
Connor McKinney ’06
Margaret and John McKinney ’50
Nanette Croak ’76 and
James McKeown
Carolyn Hager McLean ’92
Edward McLean IV
Emily McLean
Clara McLeod
Martha and William Mahon Jr. ’94
Erica and Christopher McCraney ’94
Nina and Edward Meiners Jr. ’69
Wallace Meissner ’69
Donald Mellow IV ’07
Linda Menard ’70
Carolyn Horner D’Arcy ’63 and
Maurice Mendel
Ann Menees ’01
Dana and Vincent Merritt
Afsari and Abul Mesbahuddin
Gloria and Robert Messey
Cynthia Williamsson Metcalf ’58
Elizabeth Metcalf ’94
Jill Spitzfaden ’95 and
John Meyer
Laura Brooks ’74 and John Meyer
Susan McConnell ’88 and
George Meyer
Sandra and P. Stacy Michaels
Avery Michaelson ’02
The Millesnics
Carolyn Hirsch Michel ’64 and
Howard Millman
Donna and Christopher Milletto ’82
Ann Hobart Miller ’53
Kimberly Turken ’85 and Bill Miller
Brian Miller ’92
Kayleen and Frederick Miller
Jacob Miller ’08
Tina and Kendall Miller ’81
Laurie Wolf Miller ’71
Leon Miller
Cameron Stout ’03 and
Peter Miller ’05
Ross Millman ’06
Judith and John Mills
Joanie and Robert Mills
Carol and Michael Milne
Lauren and Leo Ming
Kymberly Minner
Lindsay and Mark Minton ’96
Joanne and Jeffrey Mishkin
Marsha and Albert Mitchell
Barbara Mitchell ’68
Janet and Clark McMillion
Dooley and Forbes McMillin
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"You have made your mark on this extraordinary institution, and we are so grateful for your unwavering support."

— BOB HERMANN ’70, CAMPAIGN CHAIR
Thanks to YOUR generosity and bold commitment to MICDS, we can confidently continue to live out the work our Mission calls us to do: to prepare the next generation’s leaders for higher learning, for lives of purpose and service and for the challenges of the world that awaits them.

We give special thanks to the visionary leadership of our Board of Trustees Chairs and members of our Campaign Committee, whose tireless work to achieve the impressive results of this Campaign ensures that the tradition of great teaching and learning continues to thrive at MICDS.
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